
SHADEFIN® 
SHADOW IN SECONDS

Add an extra layer of sun protection with 

ShadeFin – a product that easily attaches into rod 

holders, tops and gunnels for convenient, portable 

shade for almost any boat. 

PATENT NO. 10,604,214; 11,220,312



OCEAN-INSPIRED DESIGN

ShadeFin’s ocean-inspired design provides expanded shade 
coverage for multiple areas of the boat, including fore, aft and sides 
of tops or anywhere there is a rod holder. ShadeFin’s 5’ X 6’ fabric 
provides an excellent UPF 50+ rating of sun protection while boating 
and fishing, or when relaxing at the dock and sand bar.

SHADE FOR  
ALL ACTIVITIES

 
LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET

To anticipate the needs of many boaters, ShadeFin pairs with 
either a Fixed or Adjustable Rod Holder Mount, which insert into 
any standard T-top rod holder or into a gunnel rod holder with 
an adapter, the Grand Slam 170 Outrigger or 170-2 Center Rigger 
Mounts, or with a Fixed or Adjustable Clamp-On Mount for pipe or 
tube. ShadeFin also works with a Telescopic Rod Holder Accessory 
for extended coverage right from the gunnel. ShadeFin’s body 
houses the ribs and material and is offered in black or white.

P R O T E C T I V E  M E S H  S T O R A G E  S L E E V E

A protective mesh storage sleeve comes standard with the 12-pound 
ShadeFin. To operate ShadeFin, remove the sleeve, mount to a desired 
location onboard and activate the underside release tabs. Structural ribs 
attached to weather-resistant sun-protecting fabric expand out from the 
body to lock the fin in place.



   L IGHTWEIGHT

   ADJUSTABLE

   PORTABLE

50+

UPF



MOUNTING OPTIONS
FOR TOPS, PIPE & ROD HOLDERS 

ShadeFin comes as a kit with a Fixed Rod Holder Mount and Gunnel Rod Holder Adapter, or 
individually without a mount or adapter and sold-separately mounting options.

    Type-304 stainless steel

    Features bottom locking 
knob for secure rod holder 
placement

    Features white nylon sleeve 
for additional rod holder 
stabilization

    Patent pending

   Type-316L stainless steel

   Features bottom locking knob for 
secure rod holder placement and 
top Sure-Grip knob for secure 
angle adjustment

   Adjusts up and down every 15º 
with safety detents

    Patent pending

   Type-316L stainless steel

   Features Sure-Grip knob 
for easy and secure angle 
adjustment

   Adjusts up and down every 
15º with safety detents

   Patent # 7309054 B2

   Easily installed on your 
existing T-top piping

   Type-316L stainless steel

   Includes self-aligning notch 
and pin-locking hole

   Patent # 7309054 B2

   Stainless-steel and Anodized 
Aluminum construction

   Sure-Grip knob allows lift 
adjustments every 18°

   Locking lever secures out-bound 
rotation to desired location

FIXED ROD HOLDER MOUNT 
T10-3000-5

ADJUSTABLE ROD HOLDER MOUNT 
T10-3000-6

ADJUSTABLE CLAMP-ON MOUNT  
FOR 3/4” TO 1” PIPE, 1-1/4” TUBE 

T10-3000-7

FIXED CLAMP-ON MOUNT 
FOR 3/4” & 1” PIPE, 1-1/4” TUBE 
T10-3000-11

GRAND SLAM OUTRIGGER 
OR CENTER RIGGER MOUNT 
GS-170 & GS-170-2

GUNNEL ROD HOLDER  
ADAPTER 
T10-3000-12

   Designed to pair with the Fixed 
or Adjustable Rod Holder 
Mounts to fit in any standard 
gunnel rod holder

   1-1/2” O.D. X 13.5” L

   Anodized aluminum finish
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ROD HOLDER MOUNTS

For standard rod holders on boat tops, ShadeFin pairs with either the Fixed or Adjustable Rod Holder 
Mount. The Rod Holder Mounts feature bottom locking knobs that secure the mount into the rod holder. 
Simply install by inserting the Fixed or Adjustable Rod Holder Mount into a firmly welded T-top rod 
holder and secure in place using the nylon sleeve and Locking Knob.



ROD HOLDER MOUNT ACCESSORIES 

For standard gunnel rod holders, the Fixed and Adjustable Rod Holder Mounts also fit any 
standard gunnel rod holder with an adapter or the Telescopic Rod Holder Accessory, sold 
separately.

    Anodized aluminum finish

    Fits Fixed Rod Holder Mount (T10-3000-5) and Adjustable Rod Holder Mount (T10-
3000-6)

GUNNEL ROD HOLDER ADAPTER 
T10-3000-12

Designed exclusively to pair with the Fixed and Adjustable Rod Holder 

Mounts for ShadeFin, the Gunnel Rod Holder Adapter attaches to butt end 

of either mount to fit into any standard gunnel rod holder. The Gunnel Rod 

Holder Adapter comes included with the ShadeFin and Fixed Rod Holder 

Mount Kit, as well as the sold-separately rod holder mounting options.

TELESCOPIC ROD HOLDER ACCESSORY 
T10-3000-9

The Telescopic Rod Holder Accessory is a versatile attachment option that 

inserts into standard gunnel rod holders for portable, adjustable boat shade. 

Made from high-quality, lightweight anodized aluminum, the Telescopic Rod 

Holder Accessory extends from 42” to 67” tall – elevating ShadeFin over the 

deck for boaters to comfortably stand underneath.

    Features Sure-Grip Knob at the joint with a secure Pull Pin Lock

    Features a throw latch for secure height adjustment from 42” to 67”

    Features solid aluminum gimbal butt and internal Delrin bearings

    Pairs with T10-3000-5 or T10-3000-6 at the top, sold separately
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TELESCOPIC ROD HOLDER ACCESSORY 

To use the Telescopic Rod Holder Accessory, simply insert the solid gimbal butt into any standard 
rod holder on the gunnel, remove the Pull-Pin, adjust the upward angle using the Sure-Grip Knob 
at the bottom joint to the desired 0°, 15°, or 30°, and reinstall the Pull Pin. Then, at the top, simply 
insert the Fixed or Adjustable Rod Holder Mount into the opening. The mount will secure in place 
when its gimbal butt seats into the Accessory gimbal pin. Then attach ShadeFin into the Mount, as 
directed in the Instruction Manual, and deploy. Use the throw latch to adjust the ShadeFin height 
and horizontal rotation.
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CLAMP-ON MOUNTS

The Fixed or Adjustable Clamp-On Mounts securely attach to 3/4” or 1” schedule-40 pipe or 
1-1/4” tube. These are great options for T-tops, grab rails, towers and arches.

BOAT SHADE 

WHEN AND WHERE 

YOU WANT



GRAND SLAM 170 & 170-2 MOUNTS

The TACO Grand Slam 170 Outrigger and 170-2 Center Rigger Mounts serve as versatile bases for 
horizontal and vertical adjustment for ShadeFin. Using the GS-170 enables boaters to have a ShadeFin 
on both port and starboard, if desired. The GS-170-2 is a great mount for added stern shade.



GUNNEL ROD HOLDER ADAPTER
DIAGRAM 

The renders and diagrams below demonstrate the correct fit and use of the Gunnel Rod Holder 
Adapter with the Fixed and Adjustable Rod Holder Mounts. 
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NEED SUPPORT? 

Contact Us

support@tacomarine.com

https://tacomarine.com/technical-support

3020 North Commerce Parkway
Miramar, FL. 33025

@tacomarine
@taco_marine
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®

 @tacomarine   @taco_marine   

#SHADOWINSECONDS

Discover more about ShadeFin on our 

Website.

TACOMARINE.COM


